Join us for the Talk-it-OUT! Summer Intensive Workshop!

Talk-it-OUT! is an inquiry-based theatre workshop program that teaches students how to use interactive theatre performance to foster discussion and enhance the community's awareness of a variety of issues encountered in our society. Program participants are students, both graduate and undergraduate, at the University of Arizona. They participate in a week-long intensive workshop. They will write skits, acquire basic techniques of theatre performance as well as stage direction, and perform at the University of Arizona (performance will be open to the public). This performance will allow participants to engage in a meaningful dialogue with the community through three interactive theatre tools: forum, image and playback theatre.

WHAT STUDENTS SAY >>

Talk it OUT! is an interactive theater workshop that has allowed us to become more aware of our surroundings and personal dialogue. Being a part of Talk-it-OUT! has given us the opportunity to discuss issues in our society, and to develop creative possibilities on how to approach them. Our favorite part of Talk it OUT! so far as been the community outreach dynamic of this workshop. For example, we visited a charter high school in Tucson in early April and all kinds of students participated in both our skits and discussions, which even surprised the school's directors. All in all, Talk it OUT! is a great workshop for those who are passionate about issues in society, collaboration, social justice, and community outreach. -Members of Talk-it-OUT!

For more information CONTACT: Dr. Aurélie Mouzet, Program Director >> aureliam@email.arizona.edu